
Release Notes for 7.0.11642 

App Feature Type Comments Settings/Required Changes 

SPOT Configuration Fix Restored the ability to hide tender types. 
 

SPOT Configuration Fix Restored the ability to hide discount groups. 
 

SPOT Email Addition to 

Existing 

Feature 

As a SPOT user I want spell checking when composing emails 

Enabled spell checking when composing emails and SMS in SPOT. Common 

errors (such as "teh" for "the") will correct as you type. Errors with multiple 

possible resolutions will display a red underline. Right-click to get a menu of 

possible correct spellings. 

 

SPOT HSL Fix Fixed a problem where updating an HSL definition reset it creation date to the 

current date 

 

SPOT Merchandise Fix Fix a scenario where ordinary invoices become associated with the visits of 

merchandise or gift card sales, causing negative side effects. 

 

SPOT Notification 

Center 

Fix If SPOT was configured to send a Ready Order SMS via a Racking post-process 

interceptor, the SMS sent was showing up twice in the Notification Center 

 

SPOT Other Fix Fixed Help > About to open the correct SPOT homepage URL. 
 

SPOT Pickup Fix SPOT was occasionally generating an "Invoice error 27" intermittently during 

pickups and credit card batches 

 

SPOT Priced Quick Fix If a prepaid Priced Quick was splitting upon mark-in, the payment belonging 

to one of the resulting invoices was not saving to the database 

 

SPOT Printing Fix Changed Customer View to obey the "Send Email Receipt If Available" 

workstation setting when reprinting an A/R receipt from the A/R - CC tab. 

 

SPOT Reports New Feature Make a Tax Obligation report in SPOT like that of CompassMax 

2 New tax reports have been added under report gallery, sales: Tax Assessed 

Summary and Tax Picked Up Summary with will show total gross sales, taxable 

sales, nontaxable sales, tax1 and tax2 by tax entity including exempt sales. 

Attached  information for testing and docs. 

Reports, reports gallery, sales reports, tax 

assessed summary and tax picked up 

summary. 

SPOT Reports Addition to 

Existing 

Feature 

Make a version of AR Payments Due so that the user can see (for example) 

just the 60 and 90 overdue buckets 

The AR Payments Due report will now ask aged cut-off days and only report 

Attached images of new report parameters 

option and report. 



on those balances that are the selected amount of age days and 

older.  Selecting "Current" = ALL balances. 

 

SPOT Reports New Feature Create the CompassMax "Valet Report" in SPOT 

New Valet Report under reports gallery, hotels shows tickets in detail or 

summary for the date range, store, route, group or customer specified with 

pcs. and optional price information.  Typically used for a hotel delivery 

checklist. 

 

SPOT Routes Fix Fixed description of Optimize Manifest setting to indicate that Telogis is a 

requirement, rather than the now-retired Microsoft Map Point. 

 

SPOT Routes Fix Fixed - Pickup Requests via SPOT API route scheduler are not sending 

confirmation emails (if API pickup requests are set up to send emails) 

 

SPOT Routes Fix Fixed a problem where estimated stop times on manifests with driving 

directions were adding extra time per order rather than extra time per 

customer. 

 

SPOT Search Fix Dropoff date column for invoice searches is empty for UK customers 
 

SPOT Search Fix If using "Match Name Fragments" search mode, a match on one record was 

automatically selecting that record even if the user didn't want to select it 

 

Conveyor Client General Fix Fixed a problem where the Status column in Garment Search was incorrect. 
 

CustomerConnect 

3.x 

General Change Google API Key field in CustomerConnect settings updated to a password field. 
 

API General Fix Fixed - API SaveCustomer issue with pickup address types 
 

API General Change Added more understandable error message for GenerateRoutePlan 

request when optimize cannot locate the store address 

 

 

API General Fix Fixed - On My Way notifications from CC3 not appearing in SPOT 
 

SPOTTrac General Fix Fixed - SPOTTrac now correctly saves an HSL image with a blank comment 
 

CustomerConnect 

3.x 

General Change CC3/MDC - When a customer changes their route address, use the same 

logic as new signup to identify a route/service plan 

CC3 - When a customer changes their route address, use the same logic as 

new signup to identify a route/service plan 

 



CustomerConnect 

3.x 

General Change As a CustomerConnect/Mobile App user I would like to send welcome 

emails/text to customer converting from counter to routes 

CustomerConnect= Will now send welcome emails/text to customer 

converting from counter to routes 

 

 

Delivery Console General Change Delcon - App/API version to show on login view 

App info popup with version info is added 

 

 

Delivery Console General Change DelCon - Provide ability to sort Multi-Customer stop customers via their 

name or Address 2 settings 

MC Stop: customer's list sorting is added  

 

Delivery Console General Fix Fixed - DeliveryConsole Route Plans for On-Demand only Service Plans don't 

recall ready-to-deliver invoices correctly 

 

Delivery Console General Fix Fixed - Delcon - Stop being marked as pickup only if a service window has no 

delivery days selected 

 

Delivery Console General Fix Locker orders have been added to Live View Stop Info Modal  
 

Delivery Console General New Feature DelCon - Add historical route plan view to view/print previous manifests 

Historical RP view is added to "Live View" page. Stops can be viewed via "View 

Manifest" link on selected Route Plan tile. Also manifest PDF can be 

downloaded from the "Truck View" modal.  

 

Delivery Console General Fix Fixed - Delcon - Converted routes with 'RackLocation' are unable to process 

orders for delivery 

 

Delivery Console General Change Ability to reorder ServicePlans has been added. 
 

Delivery Console General Change App version info link and popup 

Delcon - Added app version info link/popup 

 

MDC Mobile General Fix Fixed - Issue with MDC where the customer locker status was constrained to 

"Y" if there was a LockerPIN present. Also fixed an issue on Android where the 

PIN would be lost if the AppDeploy setting to hide PIN was set. 

 

 


